
Ryan Powell’s “ROOT-B 22” Training System 
Video: https://vimeo.com/7182889 

 
1. Weave through the line changing hands at each cone. Focus on keeping your stick protected in the 

imaginary box around your head. 

2. Cradling one-handed, hop on one foot around each cone. Rotate cradling right- and left-handed. Stick 

protection is huge during this drill — keep your stick straight up and down, parallel to your body. 

3. Hop over each cone and hop twice in between each cone and switch hands, and move on to the next one. 

4. Jump side to side over each cone three times, changing hands in mid-air; then move on to the next cone 

(see “alternate method” in video). 

5. Get in an athletic position and change hands 3 times over each cone and move on to the next cone. 

6. Shuffle down the line of cones while holding your stick at the base of the shaft with one hand, and flip 

the ball over each cone. Keep in a low stance, with your stick head to the ground, and make sure the ball 

comes out of the stick on each flip. 

7. Shuffle down the line like in Drill 6, but holding your stick with both hands and adding a sidewall bump 

when you flip the ball out of your stick. It’s a tough drill, but practice makes perfect. 

8. Like Drills 6 and 7, but bump the ball off your shaft after each flip. 

9. With chest up field shuffle 360° around each cone, keeping the stick in one hand and parallel to the 

body, focusing on exploding to the next cone. 

10. Shuffling side to side through each cone, flip and change hands. Make sure the ball comes out and you’re 

changing hands each time the ball is in the air. 

11. Backpedal weaving though the cones, changing hands each time and using your peripheral vision not to 

knock over the cones. 

12. Find a friend to hold up fingers in front of you as you side-run and call out the numbers that he holds in 

the air. Weave through the cones, making sure not to hit them, and call out the correct number. 

13. While running through the cones and keeping your stick in the same hand, face-dodge each cone, selling 

that you’re going in the one direction and bringing your stick across your body. 

14. While weaving through the cones, split-dodge each cone, rotating hands each time. 

15. While weaving through the cones, roll-dodge around each cone, focusing on stepping directly in front of 

the cone, instead of out to the side (skip a cone after each roll dodge). 

16. Roll the ball ahead of you, and pick up a ground ball at each cone, getting low and scooping through. 

17. Cradling with your stick in one hand, run to the first cone, switch hands and backpedal to the starting 

point, run to the second cone, switch hands and backpedal one cone and continue through to the end. 

Focus on exploding out of each spot. 

18. Like Drill 7, but bump the ball twice on each cone, once on each sidewall. 

19. Turn your stick upside down and grab it at the bottom of the head. Weave through the cones cradling 

one-handed as you run. 

20. Like Drill 6, but turning and weaving through the cones while shuffling and flipping the ball over each, 

instead of just shuffling down one side of the cones. 

21. Hop over each cone and hop twice in between each cone and switch hands, and move on to the next one 

(repeats this drill in video?). 

22. Make up your own…have fun…get better! 
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